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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE: 
 

Time sure flies when you are having fun.  I was 
happy to see that more of our members show up for 
the Florida Symposium a few weeks ago. The food 
was actually much better than last year and the 
presenters were interesting and informative. Don 
Vande Hei was the lucky guy this year who won the 
brand new Delta lathe with some attachments, but 
the rest of us were not so lucky.  
 
Our next show will be on March 10th 2012 with the 
Native Tree Society at the Miami Dade College 
campus on SW 104th Street. I should have more 
detailed information at our meeting and after I get 
together with the event’s organizer to pick a nice 
spot for us. 
  
Waldo seems to be doing well following his 
surgeries, and I know we all wish him a painless and 
speedy recovery. 
 
Jay. 
 
NEW BUSINESS: The Art Gallery in the falls is 
asking for participation from the guild, Jay will 
check on the dates.  Robin and Gary brought wood. 
 
ATTENDANCE:  37 
 
GUESTS:  Steve Herz, Rolando Lopez and 
Yelani Lopez  
 
TREASURER’S REPORT:  $1500.00 in 
treasury. $254.00 went to the Guild from the 
Fruit & Spice.  Member sales $2542.00. 
 
BRING BACK: 18 participated.  Paul Penny gave 
Jay a bowl.  Jack Skipper and Ralph Calendar won 
gift certificates. 
 
WORKSHOP: On March 17 at Waldo’s.  
20201 SW 187 Avenue. 
 
FEBRUARY’S DEMO:  Larry Benson – Turning a 
One-Eyed Muddler 
 

A muddler is a bartender's tool, used like a pestle to 
mash — or muddle — fruits, herbs, and/or spices in 
the bottom of a glass to release their flavor. 
 
Step-by-step:  
 
The Original Benson One-Eyed Muddler came about 
because I could not find a muddler to grind mint 
leaves to extract the oils, with sugar and other 
ingredients for making the popular Mohito or mint 
Julep drinks. 
  
My muddler is essentially a very ornate pestle which 
I designed to be both useful and decorative and a 
keepsake and an item not usually found. 
  
I like to use a variety of figured woods because it 
makes for a more dramatic and less boring common 
kitchen item folks would be proud to use, provoke 
conversation at parties and holidays with family and 
friends or give as a gift.  Most commonly available 
are Birds-eye Ambrosia and Flame Maples which I 
find delicious to cut.  I also like Zebrawood, 
Cocobolo and Bubinga which take on a very 
dramatic appearance, especially when oiled.  Cherry 
and Walnut are also excellent and cut nicely, but 
usually lacking in dramatic grain or color.  I do not 
like oak or ash because they tend to be more porous 
when put to use 
  
I like to turn fast because I can and feel I get cleaner, 
smoother cuts, so I usually start off at least 500 
which is the second belt on most mini or midi 
lathes.  Since the piece can spin on the speb centers 
if I get a catch, it is a lot safer because the piece, 
especially such a small diameter, will not fly off.  I 
will then crank it up with a variable speed to almost 
max (1800-2000 rpm) as the piece becomes trued up 
and balanced.  NOTE:  Larger diameter pieces, say 
over 3 inches should be approached with much more 
caution. 
  
I make 3 series (sizes)--the "original" is about 7" for 
small glasses; the "Brobdingnag" series thicker and 
9-9 1/2"   and the "Atlas" series 12-14 inches for the 
mightiest of muddlers who brew up a vat or cauldron 
of Mojitos. 
  
The Golden Ratio is the formula in nature and art 
that roughly divides everything into "thirds" and odd 
entities seem more satisfying that even. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bartender
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pestle
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On the "Brobdingnag" I demonstrated, I started with 
a 9 1/" 1.5 x 1.5 birds-eye maple blank, marked the 
dead centers, punched a detent with a spring-loaded 
punch to give me an indentation to initially set the 
points of the stebs. 
  
First I turn and true the blank to round using the 
spindle roughing gouge.  I find this tool to have a lot 
of versatility and also make the long, clean cuts 
much smoother.   
  
Next, I peel cut each end down to the tip of the step 
center approximately ¼ inch wide to exceed the 
depth of the centers point and still leave a clean spot 
to finish part off the ends. 
  
I basically lay out the muddler into thirds--the 
pounding end, the decorative center and the handle 
and roughly shape these three areas.  I use a 3/4 
roughing spindle gouge which I maintain with 
straight corners because I like the additional 
versatility it gives me in making other curs. 
  
I turn the muddlers between centers using Steb style 
centers because not only do they NOT tear out the 
wood, but just spin in place, if I get a "catch"--the 
spring canter and the multi-tooth markings I find 
greatly assist in dismounting and remounting to 
maintain a true center whereas other types of centers 
tend to widen the center point. 
  
The tip I designed to be "corrugated" with multiple 
steps on a slight curve so the business end of the 
muddler, muddles, grinds and crushes mint leaves 
and the mixture better that a flat surface--especially 
when in a regular mortar and pestle, the mortar 
portion, herein being the glass of goodies, is 
traditionally the rough part of their classic 
combination. 
  
Once I have roughed out the top and bottom always 
trying to keep a balanced consistent flowing visual 
line from the base of the grip through the center 
playground into the front driver.  Then, in the center 
section "playground," I design a series of coves 
and beads of varying shapes, taper and sized 
depending on whatever strikes me.   
  
Then, still between centers, I sand the entire piece 
EXCEPT the roughed TIP, down to 400 grit. 
  
Next I decide if where and when I want to decorate 

with burned rings--again using a total result of odd 
numbers instead of even, spread out across the entire 
piece--3,5,7--more I find can me too distraction, 
especially if not spread out.  I like using the Raffan 
Style "spear point" to cut these grooves and this tool 
also has a variety of other uses, but ANY sharp 
pointed edge can cut these grooves; Skew, pointed 
corner of any parting tool, bedan, square end scraper, 
tri-corner.  It was one of the major unspoken lessons 
I learned from Raffan by observing him using his 
economizing techniques developed as a production 
turner to save time and economize actions which I 
summarize as "HAVE EDGE WILL CUT."  
  
Sometimes I also cut into some of the beads at a 
shallow 45-60 degree angle with a "special 
fudgelated tool" I got from Allan Batty, to cut in a 
locked-in captured ring or two. 
  
Next I coat with food safe walnut oil, salad bowl 
finish or mineral oil (not spirits--I save that for the 
rum or bourbon, later), burnish in the oil at high 
speed and then re-coat.  Then, again at high speed, I 
apply 2-3 coats of pure beeswax and burnish in each 
coat. 
  
Finally, I part off the tips but leaving a very slight 
indent on the top to center a drill bit, cut and sand off 
"nubs" and prepare for my "trademark" EYE!!!!!!! 
  
Based on the size of the end, color and type of wood, 
I go to my "eye-box" and select a good looking red, 
or yellow or orange or bloodshot or other color 9-12 
mm glass eye I get from a taxidermy supplier, drill 
the proper size hole deep enough set the eye evenly 
to the end and epoxy it in because epoxy tends to last 
longer and be more flexible that CA glue. 
  
Feel free to volunteer for demos or to hold workshops and 
you too may receive a gift certificate.   
 
MARCH’S DEMO:  Robin Luker – Using a 
Chainsaw Safely.  Bring your chainsaw and any 
question about them.   What you should not take off 
of it and what you can.  What you want to know 
about it and how to use it safely. 

 
 WEB STATISTIC’S FOR FEBRUARY: 
 
The most popular Page visited on the site is… 
1.    64 Visits      Calendar Page 
2.    55       Contest Page 
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3.    51                Board Members Page 
4.    38       Past Events 
5.    36       Members 

 
 The newsletters have been indexed. If anyone feels 
something out of place Please let me know I will fix 
it.  

  
The 3 most D/Led Newsletters 

 2012 January   20 
 2011 April       13 
 2008 April       08 
                 

The Average # of Different People Visiting the 
website for.. 

  
January      =   4 per Day 
February    =   7 per Day  
   

Ever wonder which countries visit our site and the 
number of pages viewed 

  
Israel                    413 
Romania               30 
Germany              25 
Russian Fed.        19 
Brazil                   10 

 
A Reminder… There is a Please Identify this picture 
page 
It takes work to replace the picture  
             Please Visit, Thanks 
 
OLD BUSINESS:  
Mentoring:  Feel free to ask around for help. Most 
members are willing to help others with information 
that can be given over the phone or even hands-on, 
should anyone need help.  ASK AND YOU SHALL 
RECEIVE! 
 
Mentors: 
Joe Dion 786-371-7403 – Homestead 
Joe Roig 305-431-0037 – Kendall 
Ralph Callander 305-251-3993 – South Dade 
(sharpening tools, basic to advance hollow form, tool 
making) 
Jay Hakerem 305-610-3150 – Kendal (Carving, 
piercing, colouring, thin turning) 
David Freundlich 305-213-0422 – Redland 
Joe Montagnino 954-328-3463 – Miami Lakes 

 
INSTANT GALLERY:  

 
Jim Wheeler – 2 dried flower pots unk and wild 
tamarind. 

 
Gary Venema –  NIP vase, NIP closed form with 
Rosewood top and Maple finial and small silk oak 
(Lacewood) Vase 
 
Paul Penny –  NIP bowl and Mahogany bowl 
 
Bob Hazel – Callophylum fluted vase, Callophylum 
lidded vessel and Callophylum vessel exterior under 
construction 

 
MISCELLANEOUS CORNER: 
 
FOR SALE / WANTED: 
 
Ana Calvar is looking for a band saw and a scroll 
saw.  If you have one, contact her at 
acalvar@bilzin.com. 
 
Waldo is selling a Craftsman 14 inch band saw.  Call 
him at  305-252-7745, if you are interested so you 
can “work out prices.”. 
 
See pictures. 
 
2010 SFWG Board Members: 
 
President –     Jay Hakarem 305-610-3150  
VP –                       Joe Dion  305-245-9016 
Treasurer –   Gary Venema 954-680-9760 
Secretary –         Dave Piper 305-607-6345 
Editor –           Jim Wheeler  305-238-6463 
Board Member –   (tools): Ralph Callander  
                                              305-251-3993 
Board Member –   (videos):Mary Ann Hart 
                                              305-661-1262 
Historian –      Brian Seguin 305-253-1897 
Member at Large –  Helen Fitzgerald   
     305-598-5475 
 
                                     
NEXT MEETING: Thurs., March 1  @7pm   
at Robert Morgan ) 
 
**sorry, in advance, for any spelling errors, and/or omissions** 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:acalvar@bilzin.com
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